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ITL Public school organized Live Virtual International Career and College Counselling (IC3) Fair and 

Symposium on 26
th

 August 2020 for the students of classes XI and XII. Representatives from multiple 

universities across the globe converged on one platform to help students plan and choose the path for higher 

education. Prestigious universities from multiple countries such as the US, UK, Switzerland, Australia and 

India participated in the event to give a true picture of the higher education scenario at the global level.  

Various well- known universities, recognised for their diverse programmes participated in the fair such as 

Concordia University, Carleton College, Full Sail University with its Game Development and Cyber 

Security programmes, Michigan State University with its Mechanical Engineering and Psychology 

programmes, NYU Shanghai with its Business programme to name a few.  The students put across their 

queries to the representatives who tried their best to answer them satisfactorily. Every aspect of a university 

ranging from admission criteria, courses offered and campus details was elaborated upon.  

Furthermore, concerns regarding admission procedure during the pandemic were also addressed. The 

representatives provided links to their university websites and brochures to furnish the students with more 

information. This was followed up with a presentation which included information about various courses, 

scholarship programmes, university infrastructure, culture etc. In addition, the virtual lobby had 

multiple IC3 resource rooms which were platforms of active discussion on various topics such as The 

Future of Liberal Arts Education and Careers, Exploring Career Pathways Through Internship 

Experiences, How Are Universities Caring for Students During the Covid-19 Era? etc. 

The event organized with the aim to empower students succeeded in providing them with much needed 

information and helping them flesh out their higher education plans.  

 



 

 

 
 

 


